LEWISHAM 3
WOOD GREEN 4

Wood Green were on their travels for the third time in four weeks as they took on Lewisham, fresh
off their come from behind win last week at Romford A

Spencer Ellis (23.29)

0-4

Stuart Pickles (26.37)

The visitors got off to a flier, taking the opening point without dropping a leg. Pickles soon assumed
dominance when he broke Ellis to take an early 2-0 lead. The second maximum of the match set up
Pickles to take the third leg, before signing off with a 76 finish to ensure a clean sweep and the first
point in the Wood Green account.

Raj Gujjalu (21.48)

0-4

Alan Hardy (20.99)

This one went all the way. The first two legs went with throw as both players found the big trebles
with ease. Hardy had chances to break in the third, but couldn’t take them. He restored parity,
rolling back the years with a 112 finish, and then leading off with a maximum to get his nose in front.
Gujjalu wasn’t lying down though, and broke back in the sixth with a maximum of his own. Hardy
called on all his experience when it mattered, a crucial 140 was followed three darts later with his
second 112 checkout to take the win.

Kirk de Ruyter (26.98)

4-2

Matt Finch (25.47)

de Ruyter has started the season well, and continued in that vein with another win in a high scoring
tussle. The first leg went against the head, de Ruyter taking it with an 81 finish. Finch returned the
favour with a 15 darter and then went in front in the next. That was as good as it got for the
Middlesex thrower as de Ruyter then reeled off the next three legs aided by some heavy scoring and
sealed the deal in the sixth.

Josh Williams (21.01)

0-4

George Killington (24.14)

Wood Green restored their two point lead in the fourth match, as Killington eased to a win in
minimum time. His superior scoring power always kept Williams in arrears, and missed doubles in
what proved to the final leg could have pushed the winning average up by a point or two.

Matt Winzar (21.39)

0-4

Paul Killington (21.70)

This was another that required the full complement of legs. A very even contest started off sluggishly
before Winzar broke to take the early lead. Killington had darts to hit straight back, but the Pirate
held. They traded the next two legs to leave Winzar one away from the win. Killington was in no
mood to walk the plank, and fired in a 15 darter to start the comeback. Winzar should have closed
the game out in the sixth, but the old warhorse hung in and sent it to a winner takes all leg. The

advantage of throw was to prove all important and Killington held to secure the overall win for
Wood Green.

Gene Hill (27.79)

4-2

Gary Middleton (23.92)

The hosts were now looking to keep the margin of defeat to a minimum. After losing the opening leg
on throw, Hill came back with a vengeance and showing the quality that makes him such a difficult
opponent. The break back was immediate and began with a 177. Leg three was even better, a
maximum started off a brilliant 13 darter. Another break was hot on the heels and it seemed a
matter of when, rather than if for the Genius to claim the spoils. Middleton showed real spirit to
break in the fifth, but Hill signed off in style, cracking home a 144 finish to round off a great display.

Anthony Cullis (25.46)

4-1

John McDermott (22.68)

The last word went to Lewisham. McDermott held to take the first leg, from that point on it was one
way traffic as Cullis hit the tons with regularity. The crucial leg was the third, as Cullis took the lead
and then ensured he didn’t relinquish it by taking the next two for a win in five.
Lewisham and Wood Green are now tied for fourth place on 14 points, along with Woolwich Ferry.
Next up for Lewisham is an away game at Bethnal Green. Wood Green are back on home turf, when
they welcome Welling A.

